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       I also pray for favor and His anointing on my life and ministry that I
might have spiritual blessing when I minister to people. They're my
principal prayers; I don't have a prayer list that I go down. 
~Pat Robertson

I have a zero tolerance for sanctimonious morons who try to scare
people. 
~Pat Robertson

The founding document of the United States of America acknowledges
the Lordship of Jesus Christ because we are a Christian nation. 
~Pat Robertson

It seems to me the Washington Monument is a symbol of America's
power. It has been the symbol of our great nation, we look at that
monument and we say this is one nation under God. 
~Pat Robertson

Feminism is a socialist, anti-family, political movement that encourages
women to leave their husbands, kill their children, practice witchcraft,
destroy capitalism and become lesbians. 
~Pat Robertson

There are demons and there are evil people in the world, and you post
a picture like that and some cultist gets a hold of it or a coven and they
begin muttering curses against an unborn child. 
~Pat Robertson

Is there in all the history of human folly a greater fool than a clergymen
in politics? 
~Pat Robertson

[about Planned Parenthood] It is teaching kids to fornicate, teaching
people to have adultery, every kind of bestiality, homosexuality,
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lesbianism - everything that the Bible condemns. 
~Pat Robertson

I know one man who was impotent who gave AIDS to his wife and the
only thing they did was kiss. 
~Pat Robertson

Homosexuals want to come into churches and disrupt church services
and throw blood all around and try to give people AIDS and spit in the
face of ministers. 
~Pat Robertson

You might get AIDS in Kenya, people have AIDS, you've got to be
careful. I mean, the towels could have AIDS. 
~Pat Robertson

Like it or not, males have a tendency to wander a little bit. What you
want to do is make a home so wonderful that he doesn't want to
wander. 
~Pat Robertson

Homosexuals are like Judas: They look good in a robe, and their kisses
are legendary. 
~Pat Robertson

We will see the presence of angels and we will see an intensification of
miracles around the world. 
~Pat Robertson

The Islamic people, the Arabs, were the ones who captured Africans,
put them in slavery, and sent them to America as slaves. Why would
the people in America want to embrace the religion of slavers. 
~Pat Robertson
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The Antichrist is probably a Jew alive in Israel today 
~Pat Robertson

Something happened a long time ago in Haiti, and people might not
want to talk about it. They were under the heel of the French... and they
got together and swore a pact to the devil. 
~Pat Robertson

I mean the terrorists are - are like a pimple, like a boil. They'll go away. 
~Pat Robertson

But if there's an erosion at home, you know, Thomas Jefferson warned
about a tyranny of an oligarchy and if we surrender our democracy to
the tyranny of an oligarchy, we've made a terrible mistake. 
~Pat Robertson

It's the tyranny of an oligarchy that I'm concerned about. 
~Pat Robertson

There are times in history where a particular doctrine becomes a
symbol of a greater problem. 
~Pat Robertson

Are we a Christian nation now? It's doubtful. But did we start out as
one? Without question. 
~Pat Robertson

Now you pray, and I'm going to pray for you that the Lord will speak to
you. 
~Pat Robertson

The problem we have in America is the systematic erosion of our
religious values in an attempt by certain liberal groups to expunge our
Christian heritage from the public square. 
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~Pat Robertson

McCain I'd vote against under any circumstance. 
~Pat Robertson

You do not have to be in a church to be saved, but to continue in the
things of God, you must be in some type of fellowship with other
Christian people. 
~Pat Robertson

In 1998, I founded the American Center for Law and Justice, probably
the premier public interest law firm in America defending the rights of
believers. 
~Pat Robertson

And these things are pretty much foundational: thou shall not kill, steal,
bear false witness. All these things are embedded into the laws we
enjoy in our nation. 
~Pat Robertson

There are thirty to forty thousand left-wing professors in the United
States who are racists, murderers, sexual deviants and supporters of
Al-Qaeda. 
~Pat Robertson

I just think it's shocking how many of these young people wind up in
prison and they get turned into hardcore criminals because they had a
possession of a very small amount of a controlled substance. 
~Pat Robertson

I thought that communism, the tyranny of communism, was an
abomination and I beseeched God to bring that terrible evil down and
he did. It was a great triumph, it took awhile, but it happened. 
~Pat Robertson
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You know, the Brits had a way of - running an empire. And I don't think
America is comfortable with an empire. 
~Pat Robertson

My friend Jerry Falwell was the one who said it, and he was a guest on
my show, and it's hard to take the blame for everybody who shows up
on your show. 
~Pat Robertson

And it's one thing to give people freedom and something else to deny
the rights of Christians to assert their faith in order to keep Hindus from
feeling upset. 
~Pat Robertson

Just like what Nazi Germany did to the Jews, so liberal America is now
doing to the evangelical Christians.  It's no different... More terrible than
anything suffered by any minority in history! 
~Pat Robertson

But I never, never thought of the ministry nor did - of course, television
when I was growing up, there was no television. So I didn't know
anything about it. 
~Pat Robertson

It is the Democratic Congress, the liberal-biased media and the
homosexuals who want to destroy all Christians. 
~Pat Robertson

The best way to know God's will is to be familiar with the Bible. 
~Pat Robertson

The Ten Commandments are the most visible symbol because these
commandments are recognized by Christians and Jews alike as being
the foundation of our system of public morality. 
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~Pat Robertson

People who hate God... take it out on innocent people. 
~Pat Robertson

Abortion's a private decision. But I just think it shouldn't be federalized. 
~Pat Robertson

And I think that George Bush really is a very godly person. 
~Pat Robertson

For decades, I have supported adoption, and have helped tens of
thousands of children worldwide. 
~Pat Robertson

Lord, give us righteous judges who will not try to legislate and dominate
this society. Take control, Lord! We ask for additional vacancies on the
court. 
~Pat Robertson

The acceptance of homosexuality is the last step in the decline of
Gentile civilization. 
~Pat Robertson

Any woman who votes for no-fault divorce is like a turkey voting for
Thanksgiving. 
~Pat Robertson

... God is going to judge righteously... . what did each one do in relation
to what he or she knew to be right of wrong? 
~Pat Robertson

The heart of man is "deceitful and desperately wicked." 
~Pat Robertson
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You don't go out and kick a mad dog. If you have a mad dog with
rabies, you  take a gun and shoot him. 
~Pat Robertson

The Constitution was made for ordinary people. 
~Pat Robertson

We want...as soon as possible to see a majority of the Republican
Party in the hands of pro-family Christians by 1996. 
~Pat Robertson

My father was a lawyer. 
~Pat Robertson

The Bible, and the peace that comes about through a continuous
relationship with God are the best ways of knowing His will. 
~Pat Robertson

I have friends who are Roman Catholics. I have friends who are
Lutherans. 
~Pat Robertson

God will judge people on the basis of what they did in light of what they
knew. 
~Pat Robertson

... No one "gets away" with evil. Judgment always comes, only the
timing is uncertain. 
~Pat Robertson

Becoming active is the key remedy for depression. 
~Pat Robertson

The quickest way to recognize a cult is its treatment of Jesus. 
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~Pat Robertson

I mean, George Bush is a man of prayer. He talks to the lord. He tries
to get his direction from the lord. 
~Pat Robertson

I think we do want a front-runner from the Republican Party who can
win the general election. 
~Pat Robertson

I've been to Israel many times - I've lost count of how many times. 
~Pat Robertson

I've managed stations. 
~Pat Robertson

In Europe, the big word is tolerance. You tolerate everything. 
~Pat Robertson

Pope John Paul II stands like a rock against all opposition in his clear
enunciation of the foundational principles of the Christian faith. 
~Pat Robertson

You know, Saint Augustine said our hearts are restless 'til they rest in
thee. And I had a restlessness in my heart. Something just wasn't quite
right. 
~Pat Robertson

The real key to wealth is the gradual accumulation, it's something
Jesus talked about I call the law of use and you couple with the
exponential curve. 
~Pat Robertson

If he [Hugo Chavez] thinks we're trying to assassinate him, I think that
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we really ought to go ahead and do it. 
~Pat Robertson

Homosexuals are riding high in the media. 
~Pat Robertson

Maybe we need a very small nuke thrown off on Foggy Bottom to shake
things up like Newt Gingrich wants to do. 
~Pat Robertson

I'm parodied as being some right-wing fundamentalist extremist, it just
isn't true. The parody doesn't reflect reality. 
~Pat Robertson

I can love the people who hold false opinions but I don't have to be nice
to them. 
~Pat Robertson

The Democratic Party went far to the left, I think, and left some of us
stranded on the beach, so we went to the Republican Party. 
~Pat Robertson

I'd like to say to the good citizens of Dover: If there is a disaster in your
area, don't turn to God, you just rejected him from your city. 
~Pat Robertson

The Katrina matter was terrible. 
~Pat Robertson

There's no question that jihad historically means war. 
~Pat Robertson

We don't want a president who fails at domestic and foreign policy. 
~Pat Robertson
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Well, actually, I manage a couple of stock portfolios or funds or
whatever you want to call 'em, and I think I've done relatively well with
them. 
~Pat Robertson

When I was in charge of the Christian Coalition I was available to
mobilize grass roots support for somebody. 
~Pat Robertson

The rebuilding of Iraq has been terrible. 
~Pat Robertson

A government official is a man who has risen from obscurity to
something worse. 
~Pat Robertson

Never place a comma where God has placed a period. God has
spoken! 
~Pat Robertson

Dominican Republic is, is prosperous, healthy, full of resorts, etcetera. 
~Pat Robertson

We don't need a "New Covenant." We need a new Congress. 
~Pat Robertson

Haiti is in desperate poverty. 
~Pat Robertson

I am remarkably pleased with Obama. I had grave misgivings about
him. 
~Pat Robertson

I mean, if a person acts irresponsibly in his own life, he will pay the
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consequences. And it's not so much divine retribution as it's built into
the law of nature. 
~Pat Robertson

Our spirits are united with Jesus at salvation, but our minds are being
progressively transformed into his nature. 
~Pat Robertson

Our goal, as Christians, is to dominate society 
~Pat Robertson

Mercy trumps justice. 
~Pat Robertson

Satan . . . is as dangerous as we allow him to be. His primary weapon
is deceit, and he uses it to prevent Christians from exercising the
authority that is truly theirs in this world. 
~Pat Robertson

The Bible talks about everlasting fire and eternal darkness when it
describes hell... We do know that hell is real and forever. 
~Pat Robertson

The key in terms of mental ability is chess. There's never been a
woman Grand Master chess player. Once you get one, then I'll buy
some of the feminism. 
~Pat Robertson

I think George Bush is going to win in a walk. I really believe I'm
hearing from the Lord it's going to be like a blowout election in 2004. 
~Pat Robertson

If you go all the way back to the days just following creation, men lived
nine hundred years or more. 
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~Pat Robertson

Jesus Christ is a prince of peace. He told us to live in peace. He told us
to love our enemies. He told us to do good to them that spitefully use
us. 
~Pat Robertson

When any civil government steps outside the mandate authorized by
God Almighty, then that government does not have any further claim
over its citizens. 
~Pat Robertson

The evolutionists worship atheism.  I mean, that's their religion. 
~Pat Robertson

You'd have to be deaf, dumb, and blind to think that this earth that we
live in only has 6000 years of existence. It just doesn't. 
~Pat Robertson

Well - I was brought up as a Southern Baptist. 
~Pat Robertson

I cite in my book countless examples of the foundational documents of
the colonial period in America and the writings of the leaders, that this
was intended to be a Christian nation. 
~Pat Robertson
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